
 Nursery  

Summer 1 topic-- All Creatures Great and Small 

Listen to/read the story of Dear Zoo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoA-3e1Jb10 

 

'Dear Zoo' is a perfect book for early readers in so many ways. Firstly, because of 

its subject matter. Many children have either visited a zoo, read about a zoo, 

watched Madagascar or seen animals on TV.  

Secondly, because of its language. It is simple, repetitive, beautifully descriptive 

and, perhaps best of all, funny.  

Thirdly, we love this book for the vocabulary it uses and it has lots of descriptive 

language. See if the children can then look at the pictures of each animal and think of 

other adjectives to describe them.  

Here are some activities for you to try at home. This is not a tick list for you to work 

down, choose your favourites and do them as many times as you like – repeating 

them is good! 

Communication and Language:  

 Talk about the animals and describe them.  

 Choose different animals:  Finish the sentence: I wrote to the zoo/farm/pet shop.  

 They sent me a ----------. He/she was too -------------------- so I sent him back. (this is a 

good way to get the children to use nouns, verbs and adjectives).  

 True/ false game- thumbs up-true thumbs down-false. Use phrases such as – snakes 

are cuddly and gallop/ frogs like water and are jumpy/camels have humps/ 

  Introduce new vocabulary and use alternative words such as when using fierce you 

could add the words ferocious or aggressive.  

 Play listening games: What am I?  Describe an object/animal, can your child say 

what it is.  

 Follow verbal instructions on how to make a muffin face animal pizza.  

 

Literacy   

 Clap syllables in words- ti-ger (2 claps) hipp-o-pot-u-mus (5 claps) 

 Can you remember?  This is a sequence game. Say the animal’s names in a 

particular order such as frog, camel, puppy. Can your child repeat what you have 

said in the correct order? Use animals a visual prompts to begin with then remove 

and just use words.  

 Listen to the ‘Dear Zoo’ story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoA-3e1Jb10 

 Noisy farm game/matching pair game on 

http://www.dearzooandfriends.com/activities 

 Play Kim’s Game- place a selection of objects on a tray, cover them up, take one 
away without anyone seeing. Can they tell you which on is missing. Make it more 
difficult by taking 2 or 3 away! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoA-3e1Jb10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoA-3e1Jb10
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 Imaginative or small world play is a popular way for children to retell a story 
and 'Dear Zoo' lends itself beautifully to this type of play. 

 Make your own lift the flap book  

 Play lots of oral blending and  
segmenting games such as you say 
c-a-t and your child says cat  
(that’s blending). To segment,  

       you ask your child to tell you the sounds  
       they can hear in cat, they will say c-a-t. Remember not to add an uh to the  sounds.   
           We say sss not s-uh. The correct articulation of sounds are available on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ksblMiliA8 

 Every day say a rhyme about an animal. 

  Of course, all this talk of zoos and the animals provides the perfect opportunity 
to look at non-fiction books too. 

 

Physical Development 

 Sleeping Animals: lie down firstly, pretending to be fast asleep.  

While the children are lying quietly, you tell them that when the music starts 

and they wake up, they will be bouncing kangaroos, snappy crocodiles or tiny 

mice. You turn the music on for half a minute or so and then they all lie down 

asleep, ready to be turned into another animal.  

 Move like an animal dice game-  slither like a snake, jump ;like a frog, stomp  

like an elephant, swing like  monkey, prowl like a lion, stretch like a giraffe,  

pace like a camel, run like a puppy. You could use a box and make it into a dice! Then 

Then draw and colour the animals. Roll the dice and play the game! 

 Zoo yoga poses: https://www.kidsyogastories.com/zoo-animals-yoga/  

 

 

 

Maths 

 Investigate size, space and volume. Use different sized boxes to make cages. How  

many animals can you fit in a box? Count the animals. Talk about size.  

 Measure animals (non-standard measures such as string, bricks, strips of paper. 

 Sort farm animals and zoo animals. 

 Positional language: Play a game using animals such as Where’s the elephant? Place 

the animals in different positions, in front, under, on top, behind, inside, next to. 

  You could ask the children to order some of the animals they have 

        at home in size (use bigger, smaller, smallest, largest).  

 You could weigh the different animals from the book.  

 You might want to use different sized boxes to make cages for your  

      animals.  

 Learn the song: Alice The Camel | Kids Songs | Super Simple Songs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM7Jnetdf0I 
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Understanding the World 
 Look at the differences between animals who live in the wild and animals we have as pets 

and on our farms.  

 Learn some facts about the animals. Where do they live? What do they eat? You might like 

to record your child’s responses. 

 Investigate which part of the world the animals from the story come from. Can you plot 

them on a map?   

 Use your paper binoculars (see below) to spot things in your garden.  

 Why don’t you make a bubble snake http://www.housingaforest.com/rainbow-bubble-

snakes/ 

 There are lots of animal resources on the RSPCA website 

https://education.rspca.org.uk/home-resources 

 

 

  PSED 

 Make a poster on how to look after a puppy.  

 Can you be helpful at home? 

 

EAD: 

 Make a sock snake  

 Make a paper chain snake 

 Make a lion  

 Make binoculars - What can you see?  

 Dear Zoo: song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kzl9IyeMWto 

 Make animal prints a bit like these. It's a great activity for promoting reasoning - why 

are the elephant's footprints so much bigger?  

 

 

 

 

 

 Down load and print pictures to colour. https://www.panmacmillan.com/blogs/books-for-

children/dear-zoo-35th-anniversary  

 Sing lots of songs and rhymes about animals. How many do you know?  

 

Other useful websites: 

https://drlqq8xn694xu.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/27143114/Dear-Zoo-Live-

Education-Pack-2019.pdf 
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